The Essence of Tulum

The essence of Tulum is one of magical mystery intertwined with an urbanizing collection of Maya, Mexican, as well as foreigners from across the globe. Originally an ancient Maya city with a picturesque skyline of tiered stone fortresses overlooking the turquoise expanse of the Caribbean, the ruins of this fabled Maya city delight visitors daily. Although the modern-day version of this town, Tulum Centro, is a charming hodge-podge of restaurants, boutiques, hotels, internet cafes, hostels, as well as shops none of the quintessential “Tulum feel” is missing.

The beaches of Tulum are known worldwide for their immense width and depth of tropical powdery white sand. Soft sloping entrances into the ocean create the ideal spot for children to safely play, for lovers and for sun worshippers.

Visit Tulum and experience its magic!

The Elements

✓ A small oasis with a gorgeous swimming pool in the middle
✓ Lush tropical vegetation, manicured gardens reflecting the typical Mexican ambience
✓ No traffic, no noises thus preserving the tranquility of this blissful tropical jungle retreat; to maintain the special peaceful atmosphere of this spot
✓ Attention to the personal desires of all guests, creating tailor-made and unique personalized experiences
✓ Discovering the local culture during excursions and daily trips
The Unique Selling Points

✓ AUTHENTICITY
A rich heritage – a unique hotel in the jungle of Tulum, setting genuinesess, heartfelt Mexican hospitality.

✓ WARMTH
People are at the heart of this hotel. A sense of belonging – for guests and staff.

✓ LOCATION
Far away but near enough, a short drive to the town

✓ NATURE
Nature is everywhere, embracing you tightly for not letting you going away!

✓ SERENITY
Tranquility and relaxation in an oasis inside the Mexican jungle
The Architecture

Luna Llena Boutique Hotel is a perfect combination of life in the jungle and exclusive services which can pamper you.

The rooms have large windows for natural daylight and have access to the natural surroundings. They inspire romance, intimacy and coziness.

A boutique hotel designed with distinctive modern taste and style.

The Luna Llena Boutique Hotel Rooms

Surrounded by green foliage and heavenly blossoms, Luna Llena Boutique Hotel is an intimate place to stay and relax.

The rooms of Luna Llena Boutique Hotel offer modern and actual refinements. Among other amenities, the rooms have queen or king size beds and a balcony with wooden chairs to chill out. They have complete private bathrooms with cold and warm water and a rainfall shower; with a view of the gardens and swimming pool.
Rooms Technical Sheet

- Air Conditioning and Ventilator
- Mosquito net on windows
- Rainfall shower with cold and hot water
- Hairdryer
- Bath towels
- Amenities for the bathroom: soap, shower gel and shampoo
- Safe
- Flatscreen TV with satellite channels
- Balcony
- Daily cleaning
- WIFI in the rooms 24 hrs
- Access to swimming pool
Luna Llena Boutique Hotel Fact Sheet

- Multilingual reception staff
- Free WIFI in all public areas and rooms
- Infos about tours & excursions (Chichen Itza, Coba, Ek-Balam, Biosphere of Sian-Ka’an, Tulum Ruins, Akumal and the Sea Turtles, Cenotes)
- Customized tours for diving (open sea and cenotes)
- Personalized kitesurfing, paddle boarding and snorkeling
- Car & Moto rental
- Taxi and transfers from and to Cancun airport
- Library
- Luggage storage
- Laundry
- Free parking
- Free bicycles
- Soda machine
- Garden and swimming pool
Water Activities

Kitesurfing

Tulum is a kitesurfing paradise. With endless sandy beaches and water everywhere and the varieties of wind speeds make kitesurfing one of the most attractive water activities.

Snorkeling

Snorkeling is one of the simplest ways in which one can have a glimpse of this amazing world under the water. While snorkeling in the tropical waters the sun will lay on your back and the colorful corals, white sand below could one of the most euphoric experiences.

Paddle Boarding

You can be paddling, building core strength, balance, endurance and confidence all while enjoying beautiful water views.

Diving

Immerse yourself in the cenotes and caverns of the mayan world through the spectacular scuba diving and snorkeling. your scuba vacation, truely should include at least one day diving in these underwater crystal cenotes and time for relax in our location surrounded by luxurious vegetation.

LUNA LLENA TULUM
Interesting sites and surroundings

THE RUINS OF TULUM

The ancient Mayan name of Tulum was Zama, meaning “place of the dawning sun”. This city is situated on a cliff overlooking the beautiful turquoise waters of the life-giving Caribbean. This is considered one of the most scenically beautiful Mayan archeological sites.

CHICHEN ITZA

It is an impressive archaeological site, recently named one of the New Seven Wonders of the World, since it is only through the understanding of the rituals held there and the engravings on buildings throughout the city that we can fully comprehend the ancient wisdom the Mayans.

COBA

You’ll taste a breathtaking vista from the highest pyramid in Mexico’s Maya world, more than 130 feet, whose name is Nohuch Mul, which means “large mound”. Coba, an easy half-hour drive inland from the coastal city of Tulum, is well worth a visit.

EK-BALAM

Ek-Balam means "Bright Star Jaguar" in Maya language. It is an ancient Maya city which had its glory before Chichen Itza and is one of the latest attractions because of its most recent restoration.

VALLADOLID

Colonial Valladolid, in the heart of Yucatan, boasts fascinating churches, sinkholes and distinct local dishes, is built over the ancient Maya ceremonial center of Zaci. The city centers on the Parque Francisco Canton Rosado, where you’ll find the Iglesia de San Servacio (San Servacio Church).

BIOSPHERE OF SIAN KA’AN

In the language of the Mayan peoples who once inhabited this region, Sian Ka’an means 'Origin of the Sky'. Located on the east coast of the Yucatán peninsula, this biosphere reserve contains tropical forests, mangroves and marshes, as well as a remarkably rich flora and a fauna comprising more than 300 species of birds.

RIO LAGARTOS

A birdwatching paradise, the Rio Lagartos Biosphere is home to over 375 different species of birds, and is best known for its vast flocks of beautiful pink flamingos and other endemic wildlife as well.
**WHALE SHARKS**

You will be taken for swimming with whale sharks and snorkeling in their natural area at the Caribbean Sea, inviting you to experience a unique ocean adventure in swimming with the largest fish in the ocean.

**SEA TURTLES**

The Mayan Riviera has a number of important nesting beaches for green turtles and loggerheads. Mayan Rivera runs a number of key conservation projects, whereby marine biologists and government agencies work in unison to protect this endangered species.

**CENOTES**

These cenotes are underwater cavern openings leading to the caves and tunnels of the underground rivers. Cenotes are the doors to this amazing aquatic system. The size and shape of cenotes vary greatly, from simple holes in the ground to wells and small lakes.

**BEACHES OF TULUM**

The beaches of Tulum are known worldwide for their immense width and depth of tropical powdery white sand. Soft sloping entrances into the ocean create the ideal spot for children to safely play, for lovers and for sun worshippers.

**THEME PARKS**

The ecological theme parks on the Riviera Maya have fused the Yucatan’s natural beauty with the convenience of an all-inclusive park, places where visitors can swim in a calm inlet, zip through the trees and spelunk in caves.
LUNA LLENA BOUTIQUE HOTEL

Calle 6 Sur, entre Calle 9 y 11 Col La Veleta, Tulum, QROO 77780 México

Latitude / Longitude 20.20048697124572, -87.47659385204315 (on Google Maps and OpenStreetMap)

www.hotellunallena.com

Reservations & Infos

Tel. : Méx + 52 (1) 984 871 2901

Skype : lunallena.tulum

Facebook : hotel posada luna llena

Twitter : Hotel Luna Llena

Reservations & Infos : lunallenatulum@gmail.com